TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #617

SECTION CORR. 10 20 T 3S R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO-3510-PAGE 45-1882
Bk 4 Pg 98 by W.P. Anderson 1904
Bk 10 P.109, Bk 1 P.56, 1904
MAP A-292 W.P. Anderson
MAP B-97 WEA 1941
MAP A-1580 A.F. Duncan 1958
Corner Book 1 Corner #122 by Stan Skinner
Gale Arthur

FOUND:
1½" Iron Pipe with Plug and tack for Section Corner
7' x 7' x 36" Spruce Log 0² Northeast of Corner Station visible
8" Cedar 5°60'W 5°50' Field 5°30'
10" Fir 5°26' E 21°30' Field 21°20'
12" HEM. 4°50'E 19°50' Field 1971 N 35°E 1980
36" Fir 8°50'W 35' Field 1971 N 35°W 35'62"
96" Hat Section WEST 0°85'

COMMENTS: Placed "do not cut" tags on all bearing trees 1971.

REWITNESS
Placed 8" tile & cement around pipe & cap
2½" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap

3°10' WAT.

NEW ACCESSORY:
Placed Yellow County Tag on 8" Cedar 5°60'W 5°50'
Placed Yellow County Tag on 10" Fir 5°26' E 21°30'

COMMENTS: Corner is +300 feet Westly of Galleay on a steep, heavily wooded hillside

Gale Arthur 1971 December
Roger Kyle

IN THE PRESENCE OF:
AL DUNCAN RS 793
G. A. ARTHUR
GEOGE CURRY

OCT. 1971 PHOTO: SEC.